GREECE

KRI-KRI and HYBRID IBEX
Pure Kri Kri on Sapienza Island and the NEWLY RECOGNIZED Hybrid on Yura Island
booked by SHUNNESON & WILSON ADVENTURES
Ken Wilson 830-792-4200 Lad Shunneson 303-258-7777

2016
Kri-Kri Ibex re-started on Sapienza Island in 2012 with
outstanding results ... an 85 cm average! Shunneson & Wilson
Adventures are again representing Greek hunt organizer Dr.
Christos Liatas and guide Yanis Pappadopolous for the
November 2015 season. The hunt price is 10,900 Euros for pure
Kri Kri on Sapienza Island or 6,000 Euros for the Hybrid on
Yura Island or 15,900 Euros for the combination. Both hunts
take place in November. The Hybrid hunt takes only 2 days.
The pure Kri Kri schedule is noted below.

Fly into Athens. The prices include pick-up and return, food
and lodging, transport to and from the islands, loan of the
required shotgun and slugs, trophy preparation and vet
certificate/export docs ... everything except tips, alcoholic
beverages, the actual shipment of your trophy to the U.S., and
any sightseeing in the event of non-hunting days (such as to the
site of the original Olympics in Olympia, to an olive oil
processing plant, tours along the coast, etc.).

The pure Kri Kri hunt is for 4 days (Wednesdays - Saturdays).
In the event the boat is unable to make the 45-minute trip to
Sapienza Island on one or more days, you can also hunt the
following Monday/Tuesday. There is no Sunday hunting. It is
recommended that you arrive Tuesday and depart Wednesday,
but with a flexible return. For 2016:
Arrive

Hunt

Hunt/Sightsee

Return

Nov 1
Nov 8
Nov 15
Nov 22

Nov 2 - 5
Nov 9 - 12
Nov 16 - 19
Nov 23-26

Nov 7 - 8
Nov 14-15
Nov 21-22
Nov 28 - 29

Nov 9
Nov 16
Nov 23
Nov 30

This hunt is 2x1 with Yanis Pappadopolous, so only two hunters
per week will be booked, but several local hunters may also hunt
each week depending on the number of permits allocated.

